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1. Introduction and statement of the main result

Let x=(xl, x2,...,xn), y=(yl, yE,...,yn) be points of the real n-
dimensional Euclidean Space R and let x’= Ixl-Xx be a point in the unit
sphere of R", Ixl- (Y, x)/2. Let K(x) be a positively homogeneous kernel
of degree -n, that is

(1.1) K(x) Ixl-"K(x’), x: O.

The L-modulus of continuity of the kernel K is defined by

(1.2) to:(s)= sup f IK(x+h)-K(x)l dx, Is[<l.
h;lhls d2<lx[<4

The L-modulus of continuity of f L(R") is defined by

(1.3) co(f, s)= co(s)= sup f If(x + h)-f(x)[ dx.
h;lhls dR’

We are going to assume that the kernel K satisfies the following properties:,

(i) f K(x’) do. 0
(1.4)

(ii) IK(x’)l log+ IK(x’)l do-<.
If the kernel K is odd we assume the weaker condition

(1.5) (iii) IK(x’)l do- , K odd

where E denotes the unit sphere and do- its "area" element. Throughout this
paper we shall be concerned with operators defined by

(1.6) p.v. f K(x y)f(y) dy
aR

where K satisfies properties (i) and (ii) in (1.4), or (iii) in (1.5).
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TI-mOmSM A. Suppose that K satisfies properties (i) and (ii) of (1.4), or
property (iii) of (1.5). Let (x) be a function in LI(R"). Suppose that the
L-moduli of continuity of and K satisfy the Dini condition

ds<(1.7) o(slo(s)-- oo
$

Then

I"
(1.8) lim | K(x- y)f(y) dy exists a.e.,

--+0 Jlx-y1>

and moreover, the maximal operator sup

satisfies
K(x- y)f(y) dy K*(f)

(1.9) IE(K*(f) >X) O)[ < CxX Ilfll +C=x IO (0K(S)(0(S) 7d$
where Oo denotes an n-dimensional cube and the constants C1 and C2 depend
on n,Qo and K but not on A or .

2. Auxiliary lemmas

2.1. LEMMA. Let T(r)>_O be a nonincreasing radial 1’unction belonging to
L(R’). Let I’ be a nonnegative measurable function, locally integrable in R".
Define the following operators:

(2.1.1) m(D(x) inf
1 Is f(t) dr, S(x) = So(x),

(2.1.2) moff)(x) inf
1 Io f(t) dr, O(x) m1/2$o(X),

where the infima are taken over all spheres S(x) centered at x such that their
radii are greater than ro and over all cubes O(x) centered at x and with edges
parallel to the coordinate axes that contain the sphere o[ radius ro abom x.
Under the above assumptions, the [ollowing estimates hold:

(i) I. T(,y[),(x-y)dy (I,,>o T([yD dy)m(,)(x),
(ii) I. T(,y[)f(x-y) dy (I,t>o T(,y[) dy)C,mo(f)(x).
Proof. An integration by parts shows

(2"1"3) I T([yI)f(x- y) dy -Fo" 1

r"F _,,<,
f(x- y) dy)r dT(r)
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where F. stands for the volume of the n-dimensional unit ball. Using the
fact that

I (y) dy >_ mff)(x), r > ro,rnF. -, I<,"

(2.i.3) gives (i) directly.
The inequality m(f)(x)>_ C,mo(f)(x), C, depending on n only, gives (ii).

2.2. LEMMA. Let f be an L function and to(t) its L-modulus of con-
tinuity. Suppose that there exists a continuous function tOo(t), defined for >-O,
suchthat

(/3) too(0) 0,

(2.2.1) (/3/3) too(t).
s nonincreasing,

(fl/3/)
too(t) ctOo(2t)

2t
Assume also that tOo(t) and to(t) satisfy the following integrability conditions:

I dt Io dt
(2.2.2) (T) too(t)<
Then f admits the following decomposition. For each positive A >0, there exists
a function [ that satisfies:

(i) [[ < Ch a.e.,

(ii) f f on a closed set F; its complement G(X) has measure

R,R

(iii)

(iv)

(v)
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Here C1, C2,..., C5 do not depend on . or .
Proof. Let us fix A > 0 and consider the sets

(2.2.3) Gx(X) {x;/*(x) > X}, G(X) {x;/3*(x) > X},

where f*(x) and /3*(x) stand for the maximal functions of [(x) and /3(x)
respectively. The maximal function being used is

(2.2.4) A*(x) sup 1 Io IA(y)I dyIO( )l

where the Q(x) are cubes centered at x with edges parallel to the coordinate
axes.
The auxiliary function /3(x) is defined by

(2.2.5) /3(x)- Oo(IXlx_ylyl) If(x)-f(y)l dy.

The exceptional set G(X) is going to be defined by G(A)= Ga(X)tO G2().
Consider a Whitney covering for G (for details see [9, Chapter VI, Section
I]. Thus G is expressed as [_j]o Qk and the covering possesses the following
properties:

(2.2.6) (a) O NO tb, ].
(aa) diam (Qk) --< distance (Qk, F) --< 4 diam (Q).
(aaa) If Qi and Qi are adjacent then there exists two universal con-

stants Ca and C2 such that Ca diam (Qi)<-diam (Qi)-< C2 diam (Q).
(av) If Q and O do not touch, then distance(Q, Q)>-diam(Qs),

s-i,].

Our next step is to define f(x)"

(2.2.7) f(x)=f(x) on F,

=/Zk on Qk, where t 1/I Qk Io f dt,

k=l, 2,...,m,...

Clearly, from properties (2.2.6), we have with C depending on n
only; hence

(2.2.8) Ill < cx.

Our next steps will be to estimate

Ix-yl"
Jr(x)-(y)! dx dy [3(x) dx + 13(x) dx.
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Estimate for .F [3(x)dx. From the definition of [(x) we get

(2.2.9) B(x) dx -Ixy

Using properties (2.2.1) and the act that x F we have

(2.2.10)

where Yk stands for the center of Qk. Taking into account (2.2.9) and
(2.2.10) we get

(2.2.11) Iv (x)dx<_(l+C")IF [3(x)dx

where C" does not depend on or f.
Estimates for [3(x) dx. Consider

(2.2.12) Ia (x) dx= Ia (Iv(Ix-Y’"[)][(x)-(Y)ldY) dx

+ o(Ix i1)If(x)-f(y)l ay

Let us interchange the order of integration in the first term of the right-hand
member of (2.2.12). It is readily seen to be dominated by j’v/3(y)dy; thus

_< (1 + C") Iv/3(y) dy.

The second term on the right-hand member of (2.2.12) reduces to

(2.2.14)

Let us fix and consider the subindices s such that Qs touches Qi and the
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subindices v such that Q does not touch Qi. First we are going to estimate

From property (2.2.6) it follows that there are at most N different Qs (here,
N depends on the dimension only). Using the fact that I-/xsi<2Ch we
see that (2.2.15) is dominated by

(2.2.16) Io I oo(ly-xl)I,(y)-,(x)l dx

where bk stands for the characteristic function of Qk. From properties
(2.2.6) it follows that there exists a factor (depending on the dimension
only) such that

(2.2.17) Qs c lQ

where lQi stands for the dialation of Q times about its center. By this last
remark, we have (2.2.16) dominated by

(2.2.18) 2CA dy Oo(Ix [y[),. 14,(x)-4,(y)l dx
O, IX y

which, in turn, is dominated by

(2.2.19) 2Chit tOo(t) (I
[4ldiam(Qi) Itl I(x)-4(x-t)l dx/dt

--<2CA" constant-

Consequently, (2.2.15) is dominated by

(2.2.20) Const

Our next step will be to estimate

(2.2.21) It*,-/*l tOo(IX I,Y[) dy dx.

Now, we shall make use of (2.2.6) (av) and properties (2.2.1) and get the
following estimate for (2.2.21)"

(2.2.22) tOo([Y
i,,

1)
[t-[(Y)I dyConst

-<,Const dx [f(x)-f(y)l’" Ix-y dy

<- Const fo, (I6 [f(x)- f(y)[ t[x Yl)
y[n dy dx.
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Inequalities (2.2.20)-(2.2.22) give

(2.2.23) lY(x)- f(y)l Oo(IX i1) dx dy C X IGI + (x) dx

GxG

By the size of Gx and the estimates (2.2.11)and (2.2.13) we obtain (iii) of
the thesis. e other parts are easy consequences of this one and will be left
to the reader.

DEW,ION. Let (t) denote the function

where B(t) is the characteristic function of the inteal [0, 1]. Let o(S)
denote a function coincident with the L-modulus of continuity of K if
0<sl and extended for values of s>l, so that properties (2.2.1) and
(2.2.2) () are met.

2.3. LENA. Let [(x), k and [(x) be the [unctions and the real parameter
o[ Lemma 2.2. Let (x)= [(x)-[(x). en it is possible to nd a sequence o[
cubes {A} that saris[y:

(i) 7A = G(X) where G(X) is the set introduced in Lemma 2.2.
(ii) Each point in R" belongs to at most N, different cubes and

where the constants C and N, depend on the dimension only.

(iii) [ I(Y)I dy <CX IAI, 1, 2 where C depends on n only.
A

Ix- yl"
I(x)-(y)l dx d

RBxR

where C is independent o[ X, G(X) and L
Proo[. Consider L X >0, G(X) and [ as introduced in Lemma 2.2 and

(t), o(t) as defined above. We shall define the following covering for
G(X): For each x G(X) we are going to select a cube centered at x, with
edges parallel to the coordinate axes and such that

IO(x)l
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If Q’(x) is any other cube centered at x such that Q’D Q then

(2.3.2)

and consequently if Q" is any cube such that Q"D Q(x) we have

(2.3.3)

From (2.3.1) we have, trivially, IQ(x)[-< (10)" IG(X)I. Let us divide R" into a
mesh of cubes that are nonoverlapping and have volume 4"(10)" IG(X)[. Call
them J and consider the sets G()t)NJ, j= 1,2,...,m, Each set
G(A) fqJ is bounded and, moreover, is covered by members of the family
{Q}. Apply Lemma 2a in [5, p. 60] to each set G(,k) fqJ and get

(2.3.4) U Q) = G(h) n J.

Each point of R" belongs to at most 4" different cubes Q(). By construction
we have

(2.3.5) G()t) c U Q).

Since IQ)[ <-4"(10)" [G()t)[ ILl, each point in Js could be covered by cubes
tek, or by cubes associated with the 3"-1 neighboring J. Thus, each point

in R" belongs to at most 4" 3" different Q). Let us relabel the cubes Q
as Ak. By construction, parts (i), (ii) and (iii) are satisfied. It remains to show
(iv).
Let us denote by F the complement of G and by T(Ixl) the kernel

,Oo(Ixl)/Ixl". We have

I I T(Ix-yl)I(x)-(Y)I dy-< I Io(y)l {IT(ix-
(2.3.6) R"R" t3 F

y [) dx) dy

-> [0(y)l dy T(lx-Yl) dx.

If y Ak and (x) denotes the characteristic function of F, we have

(2.3.7) I. I’(y)I dyIF T(Ix-yl) dx I. Iq’(y)l dyIZ(lx-Yl)(x) dx
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where Tk(s) T(s) if Isl > 4 diam Ak and Tk(s) T(4 diam Ak) if Isl--<
diam Ak. By (2.3.3) and Lemma 2.1 we have

(2.3.8)

Coo(t)
dt

Combining (2.3.6), (2.3.7) and (2.3.8) we get the thesis.

3. Proof of Theorem ,A

Let A >0 be a fixed real number and construct G(A) and f as in Lemma
2.2. Define q by
(3.1.1) f f + q.

Let {A} be the family of cubes constructed in Lemma 2.3. Let Ko(x) be the
kernel that equals K if Ix[_<1 and is zero otherwise and consider the
truncated integral

(3.1.2) f Ko(x- y)f(y) dy

Clearly, we have

((3.1.3) U 20Ak

where x R"- J 20Ak.
1

 o(Ix i Yl)If(x)-f(y)l dx d
R"xR

where C, depends on n only. Let 0k (y) be the characteristic functions of the
Ak’s and let

nk(y)=
0k(y)

Z 0 (y)
j=l

Let k’ be the indices of the cubes that do not touch the ball of radius e
about x and let k" be the indices corresponding to the cubes that intersect
the sphere of radius e about x. Let

/xk - qo(y)rlk(y) dy.

Since (12)-" < rlk(y)_< 1 over Ak we have

(3.1.4) Itkl < C.A
where C. depends on n only. Let if(y)= /xk0k(y). Then I(y)l < C. 12A.
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Let us write the truncated integral (3.1.2) as

Ko(x- y)f(y) dy E f Ko(x- y)(o(y),,(y)-/x.) dy

(3.1.5) + f Ko(x- y)[(y)rlk(y)-/k0(y)] dy
k"

+ f Ko(x- y)q3(y) dy.

Majorizaaon ]’or

’. f Ko(x- y)[cp(y)rl(y)- 19(y)] dy.

We are going to use the fact that 0(y)rlk(y)--/kOk(Y) has mean value zero
over A. Let yk be the center of Ak. We have

(3.1.6) [ Ko(x-y)[(y)k(y)- O(y)] dy
k’ Jl

Now consider the expression

(3.1.7) M(x)= IKo(x-y)-Ko(x-y)l ((y)l (y)+ll 0(y))dy.

Clearly M(x) dominates (3.1.6).
Ma]orization

It can be readily seen that for the cubes whose subindices have been labeled
{k"} we have

(3.1.8) A
Let (x)= I(y)l n(y)+ll o(y) and let v be the mean value of V(x)
over A. en, we have

y){(y)(y) 8(y)} dy(3.1.9) Ko(x

E+
k" JA
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Let

M2(x) IKo(x-y)-Ko(x-yk)[ (/k(y) + v0(y)) dy.

Collecting estimates we get

(3.1.10) IKo(x- y){q(y)rlk (y) -/xk0k(y)} ay <_ Const X + M2(x).

Estimates ]’or the ]’unctions Ml(x) ,and M2(x).
homogeneity of Ko(x) shows

A calculation using the

(3.1.11) IKo(x + h)- Ko(x)] dx < C Oo(t) if [hi < 1/2
1>21hi

where tOo(t) is the modulus of continuity of the kernel K as defined in (1.2)
and C is independent of h. By the definition of rlk(y), /xk, vk and /k(g) we
have

(3.1.12)

Consequently

(v +ll)IAI-< C. I I(y)l dy.

(3.1.13) -,]’"-20Ak (MI(x)+M2(x)) dx

<-- C. , C dt I(y)l dy.
k =1 Ix/,

Notice that if IA[/" > 1/2 then (Ko * )(x)= 0 because x C(20Ak). From
Lemma 2.3 and 3.1.13) we get

Io(3.1.14) [E(M(x)+M2(x)> )[< [f] + oo(t)o(t)

Let

Ko*(f) =sup
>0

Ko(x- y)/(y) dy

So far we have

(3.1.15) K*o (f) <-- K*o (f) + K*o () + C.A +M(x)+M2(x).
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Since f and ff belong to L2 we have

(3.1.16) [E(K*o(f)+ Ko*(qS) > A)I--< (llil /1111)

c1<-
A

[{/’111 + tOo(t)to(t)

where C does not depend on A or . Select a constant L >C and evaluate
]E(K)> LA)[. From (3.1.15) we have

(3.1.17) [E(K(f)> LXIIE(K(g)+K()+M(x)+M2(x)>(L-C.)A)I

Io1(L-C) I111+ o(t)(t)

In order to finish the proof consider

(3.1.18) g(x- y)f(y) dy g(x- y)f(y) dy

+_> K(x-y)(y) dy.

Since f(y) belongs to L(R) the first te of the right-hand member of
(3.1.18) does not represent any dculty. Now let K(x) be the function that
equals K(x) if xl > 1 and zero otheise. Let us integrate the absolute value
of K over a sphere S centered at the origin and such that diam (S)
diam (A) for all k. Let A be the cubes A such that distance (AL S)<
10 diam S. For those cubes we have

(3.1.19) [ dx[ [K(x-y)l (Y)I(Y) dy
oA

C[log (20 diam S)[ [ [K(a)[ da[ [(y)] dy.
A

For the cubes A such that distance (A, S) 10 diam S we have

(3.1.20) fs (I ,Kx(x-y), (y) [(y), dy)
C.IA ,(y), dy I ,K(x-y)ldx

I<diamS

where

Bo sup flg(y)l dy(3.1.21)
r>8d(S),

r--d(S)<[y [<r+d(S)

with d(S)=diam (S). is finishes the proof of eorem A.
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